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Have you ever seen roses in the salad? A show with vegetables,
colours, shadows and video animation created for small children

‘Vegetables are something serious!’ says the Chef.
‘Vegetables are something boring!’ points out Romilda, his assistant.

To tell the truth, all you get in this kitchen are vegetables!

There should be a way to put a bit of colour into this kitchen! There should be a
way to see things from a different point of view. What if all that smelly veg could
amaze us? What if something was hiding in there… hold on… what is that? It
looks like… but yes... it is... a rose! A rose... in a lettuce? Indeed... a rose in a
lettuce...
And what’s in a cauliflower? And in an onion? In a leek? And what about all the
other vegetables?
Maybe, this time, Romilda and the Chef will change their minds…

From the visual research by Bruno Munari, Italian artist and designer, a theatre
show for small children: A game that will put wings on your imagination…
starting from vegetables. After two successful touring seasons in Italy and a great
appearance at Avignon Le Off (France) in July 2016, the show arrives in the UK
for the first time at C venues for the Edinburgh Festival Fringe!

Schedía Teatro is a professional theatre company based in Milan, Northern Italy.
It specialises in creating shows for children and young people.

www.schediateatro.it/en

‘True moments of happiness’ LaProvence.com

‘Pure pleasure’ Vaucluse Matin

Credits
Production: Schedía Teatro, Milan (Italy)
On stage: Irina Lorandi, Riccardo Colombini
Text and direction: Riccardo Colombini
Consultant: Silvana Sperati (Ass. Bruno Munari)
Director’s assistant: Sara Cicenia
Set: Marco Muzzolon and Mirella Salvischiani
Costumes: Ornella Chiodini
Video animation: Sergio Menescardi
Lighting: Matteo Crespi
Adaptation Italian-English: Paola Molteni Fleetwood
Organisation: Nora Picetti
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‘Have you ever seen roses in the salad? I have’ (Bruno Munari). An Italian
show with vegetables, colours, shadows and video animation created for
small children. ‘True moments of happiness!’ (LaProvence.com).
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‘Have you ever seen roses in the salad? I have’ (Bruno Munari). ‘Vegetables
are something serious!’ says the Chef. ‘Vegetables are something boring!’
points out Romilda, his assistant. There should be a way to put a bit of
colour into this kitchen! What if all that smelly veg could amaze us? Hold
on… what is that? It looks like… but yes... a rose! A rose in a lettuce!
Maybe, this time, Romilda and the Chef will change their minds… With
vegetables, colours, shadows and video animation for small children. ‘True
moments of happines!’ (LaProvence.com).
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